Abstruct-Emerging applications require a substantially higher bandwidth than the one offered by current network. The technology necessary for providing high bandwidth on the optical fibers, by means of wavelength division multiplexing (WDM), is available. However, none of the network architectures proposed so far can efficiently tap this bandwidth in the wide area domain, due to the limitations imposed by the processing, buffering, and switching required in these solutions. In this paper we propose a novel architectural approach that meets the high bandwidth requirements by introducing a communication architecture based on lightpuths, optical transmission paths in the network. Since lightpaths form the building block of the proposed architecture, its performance hinges on their efficient establishment and management. We show that although the problem of optimally establishing lightpaths is NP-complete, simple heuristics provide near optimal solutions for several of the basic problems motivated by a lightpath based architecture.
I. INTRODUCTION URRENT network architectures fail to meet the emerg-

C ing integrated demands of communication applications.
First and foremost, a substantial increase in network bandwidth must be provided to support applications such as HDTV, super-computer communications, and video-conferencing [ 11, [ 131. CO-existing with these vast bandwidth consumers, there will continue to be applications with substantially smaller requirements. Thus, in addition to the need for high bandwidth, dynamic range of up to seven orders of magnitude must be contended with efficiently [ 11. Reliability and availability will also become critical issues in future integrated high speed networks carrying services previously supported by different networks. Clearly, the degree of reliability of the new network must be at least as high as that provided in the past by the network carrying the most stringent of the applications. Finally, many of the emerging applications will present demands both for predictable service and on demand data delivery, leading to the requirement for integrating packet and circuit switched policies on the same network.
Currently, wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) [2]-[4] offers a solution to the problem of providing the required bandwidth on optical links. However, the existing switching, processing, and buffering technologies lag behind the transmission capabilities, turning the switching nodes into the foci of congestion. Therefore, the bandwidth provided by optical communication links cannot be readily translated into effective network throughput, i.e., user available bandwidth Packet switching solutions have traditionally been motivated by the need for efficient utilization of bandwidth at the expense of increased processing in the nodes. Today, leading approaches for wide bandwidth WAN'S are solutions based on packet switching, usually termed "fast packet switching" (also ATM, ATD) [14] - [18] . In these solutions packets are not required to wait and be error checked at intermediate nodes.
However, buffering, E / O conversion of the packet header and routing oriented processing are required. Therefore, the node bottlenecks created by the discrepancy between transmission and processinghuffering capabilities are not removed, leading to networks with limited effective throughput.
In this paper we propose an innovative solution to the problem of supplying wide bandwidth to users. We employ WDM not only to increase the user available throughput, but also to simplify switching. The use of WDM for switching purposes, is strongly motivated by considering current time division multiplexing standards for high speed WAN communication [19] , [20] . In these, the inherent correspondence between time slots and data channels is utilized so that no identification of the packet header is required for switching at intermediate nodes. This leads to practical and simple switching without the need for processing. Analogously, WDM possesses the inherent capability to identify data channels without processing, through the association of these with wavelengths, i.e., wavelength routing [2] , [4] .
Consistently with these observations, the proposed architecture is based on the use of lightpaths. A lightpath is an optical path (data channel) established between two nodes in the network, created by the allocation of the same wavelength throughout the path. A lightpath requires no processing or buffering at intermediate nodes and potentially, no intermediate E / O conversions. Thus we propose to exploit the vast bandwidth attainable in multiple wavelength systems to establish a tradeoff between transmission bandwidth and user available throughput. By employing lightpaths to carry packets and circuits, the total network processing and buffering requirements are reduced, when compared with a conventional store and forward network, in which packets are processed at each intermediate node. This reduction is achieved at the expense of increased bandwidth consumption due to the fixed allocation of transmission paths (the lightpaths) as well [51-[131. 0090-6778/92$03.00 0 1992 IEEE r as possibly transmitting packets on paths (the lightpaths) longer than those dictated by a shortest path routing policy. By reducing processing requirements, the lightpath concept significantly alleviates the electronic bottlenecks, allowing increased user available throughput. Employing lightpaths as the sole medium for all network communications thus presents significant advantages. However, practical limitations on the transmission technology and optical devices (transmitters, receivers, optical switches, etc.) restrict the number of available wavelengths, so that it is not possible to establish a lightpath between every pair of nodes. Therefore, only a selected set of nodes can be connected by lightpaths, leading to a new type of lightpath based networks, termed Lightnets. The Lightnet nodes correspond to the actual network nodes, while the links correspond to lightpaths. The lightpaths thus serve as building blocks for the construction of Lightnet topologies, having as objective the minimization of the number of nodes actively involved in transmitting a packet, therefore minimizing the processinghuffering required to transmit a packet end-to-end. The topologies can be further optimized for routing, congestion control, or special reliability requirements.
Since lightpaths are the basic building block of Lightnets, their correct and efficient establishment is crucial to the successful implementation of these architectures. Following an overview of the Lightnet architecture we, therefore, proceed to study the lightpath establishment problem in detail, analyzing its complexity and providing efficient solutions for it.
THE LIGHTNET ARCHITECTURE
We introduce the lightpath as an "optical communication path" between two (not necessarily adjacent) nodes, established by allocating the same wavelength throughout the route of the transmitted data. As a result, transmissions between lightpath endpoints require no processing or buffering at intermediate nodes. In this way, lightpath communication is targeted for implementation in an optical WDM network, addressing the mismatch between optical transmission rates and electronic processing speeds to alleviate the bottlenecks created at intermediate nodes.
To understand why the lightpath concept and the architecture built around it are inherently suited for high speed communication and to clarify the principles of Lightnet operation we consider the following analogy.
The need to transport more people and evolving technologies motivated the development of faster trains decreasing the amount of time passengers spent in actual travel. In this way, the bulk of total traveling time was shifted to the time spent at intermediate stops, increasing at the same time the congestion at intermediate train stations. The express train transportation system was developed to resolve these issues. When taking an express train, the passenger does not have to wait at intermediate stations and his travel time becomes determined primarily by the speed of the express train. Therefore, the express system leads to lower passenger delays and alleviates the congestion problem, resulting in the need for smaller waiting room at intermediate stations. The increased speed of optical communication (reduced packet transmission time) contrasted with the electronic processing rates at the switching nodes creates an apparent technological analogy. In the Lightnet solution, the wavelengths are the rails, a lightpath is an express train connection established between two stations and circuits/packets are the passengers.
On the basis of lightpaths, the proposed architecture constructs an integrated packet and circuit switching solution: for packet switching, packets will be routed over "adjacent lightpaths", instead of being routed between all physically adjacent links between the source and destination, as in conventional store and forward packet switched networks. For circuit switching, bandwidth over multiple lightpaths can be allocated to a circuit for the circuit's duration.
To employ WDM to implement a network architecture based on lightpaths, a number of hardware related issues must be examined. Among them, the multiplexing technique and the associated number of channels made available, the photonic switches and the amplifiers required to overcome multiplexing, switching and path losses. With wavelength division multiplexing, a limited number of high speed channels are available on each link. Current experimental systems are able to carry up to 20 channels, each modulated at 2 Gbit/s [21] . Similar devices approaching 60 channels are considered feasible in the near future [21] , [22] . Lightpath implementation at intermediate nodes requires the availability of suitable photonic switches. So far, emphasis on switching for LAN and WAN operation concentrated on switch operation with set-up rates on par with packet transmission rates, a critical issue for conventional high speed packet switching networks. Electro-optic switches can be set up in less than 1 ns [24] , however, due to their poor crosstalk and attenuation characteristics, they may hinder the performance of an alloptical longhaul implementation. Mechanical optical switches of dimension up to 40 x 40, can switch single-mode signals with crosstalk of -90 dB and attenuation of around 2 dB, thus obtaining crosstalk and attenuation characteristics far better than those offered by electro-optic devices [23] . The use of mechanical switches, despite these characteristics, was not previously considered for data switching networks due to their slow set-up speeds. The principle of using preset lightpaths changes this situation dramatically. While the set-up time of the mechanical switches is relatively large (50 ms) [23] , this does not constitute a problem in Lightnet, as lightpaths are not established on a per packet basis and can have lifetimes measured in hours or days.
The design of the photonic switch required for lightpaths at the intermediate nodes can further benefit from the wavelength continuity property of the lightpaths. We observe that since a lightpath maintains the same wavelength throughout its span, a channel incoming on one wavelength need not be switched to another wavelength. Consequently, in realizing the photonic switch, it is possible to group the channels according to wavelengths prior to switching. The photonic switch can thus consist of w switching matrices, one for each wavelength. Each of these switches has a dimension of (D, + Dn) x switch that would be required without wavelength continuity. We also observe that the wavelength continuity of a lightpath ensures that no wavelength translation will be required within a lightpath. Lastly, an important aspect of the lightpath architecture is the end-to-end lightpath span. Experiments conducted recently have successfully demonstrated applications of optical amplifiers [25] - [29] . For instance, in [25] , 25 optical amplifiers were used in series (an amplifier every 80 km) to provide transmission of a 2.5 Gbit/s optical signal over 2223 km of single mode fiber, with a power penalty due to accumulated noise of only 4.2 dB. The combination of these hardware aspects of lightwave communication and the special properties of lightpaths suggest that a lightpath based Lightnet network can present a technologically feasible solution for a wide area wavelength routing network. The presented architecture thus carries a number of benefits:
It can reduce the number of active nodes through which a packet is switched between source and destination (these being only the lightpaths' end nodes), thus alleviating the processing and buffering bottlenecks. The Lightnet presents a possible solution to congestion problems, and provides a viable approach for networks having long term varying asymmetric traffic patterns. The capability to account for these issues in a Lightnet architecture is the result of the possibility to reassign lightpaths. Furthermore, as pointed out earlier, the switching nodes' hardware requirements are simplified, enabling the use of reduced size and slow setup time photonic switches. Despite these simplifications, realizable photonic switch sizes, as well as the current state of the art of WDM devices, impose a limitation on the number of wavelengths made available. Thus, the efficient assignment of wavelengths to lightpaths, leading to a minimization of the number of wavelengths required is an important aspect of the Lightnet architecture. We turn to address this issue in the next section.
THE LIGHTPATH ESTABLISHMENT PROBLEM
Two central issues must be addressed when studying the assignment of wavelengths to lightpaths. First, since as a consequence of resulting photonic switch sizes and current technology, wavelengths are a scarce resource, it is necessary to establish lightpaths eficiently in terms of the total number of wavelengths required. Second, the requirement for establishing a lightpath using the same wavelength throughout its route, introduces a potential bandwidth loss when compared to a lightpath establishment in which the continuity constraint is not imposed. This loss can be perceived either as an increase in the number of wavelengths required to successfully establish a given set of lightpaths, or as an increase in lightpaths blocking probability, if the number of wavelengths is limited. In providing eficient solutions for lightpath establishment, our objective will be to find algorithms that minimize this loss.
In deriving a lightpath establishment algorithm, we first analyze the complexity of an optimal assignment of lightpaths, introducing the following model. We represent the network E E Vu,v E V ) and W is the set of wavelengths on each link, lWI = w. It is assumed that w is equal for all links. We define a lightpath request for connecting a given sourceidestination node pair by the links constituting a path between them. To establish a lightpath, it is necessary to find an unallocated, identical wavelength, on all the lightpath's links.
The problem we propose to study is the correct and efficient establishment of lightpaths. The correctness aspect of lightpath establishment must solve the problem of collisions: the simultaneous allocation of the same wavelength to more than one lightpath on any given link. In terms of efficiency, our goal is to maximize the utilization of wavelengths. Thus, we shall seek solutions that minimize the number of wavelengths used for a given set of lightpaths or the lightpath blocking probability for a given rate of lightpath establishment requests. We propose to achieve this goal by allocating wavelengths in a way that, given the allocation of wavelengths to existing lightpaths, a maximum number of new lightpaths can be allocated. Fig. l (a) and (b) exemplifies the lightpath allocation problem. The figures depict lightpaths establishment in a network with two available wavelengths (w = 2). In Fig. ] (a) the allocation is done in such a way that any additional future lightpath establishment request can still be accommodated. In the allocation depicted by Fig. l(b) , if a lightpath request v1 + 2)s arrives before an existing lightpath is terminated, it will be blocked.
Definition: Static lightpath establishment (SLE) problem-given a network G(V> E . W ) , w 2 3, and a predefined set of lightpaths L , is it possible to establish all lightpaths in the set?
We proceed to prove the NP-completeness of SLE by showing that the problem is equivalent to the n-graph-colorability problem [30] , [31] . That is, finding the minimal number of wavelengths that would accommodate the demands would amount to finding the chromatic number of some (general) graph, where the number of colors ri corresponds to the number of wavelengths W .
Theorem I: SLE is NP-complete.
Proof: See Appendix A.
Thus, even when all lightpath demands are predetermined, we would have to search for a heuristic solution for all but trivial demand sets. In the next sections we therefore present function is to establish all demands using a minimum number of wavelengths.
We use a greedy allocation heuristic which iteratively allocates a given wavelength to all possible edge disjoint (i.e., noncolliding) lightpaths to whom a wavelength was not yet allocated. The procedure terminates upon allocating a wavelength to each lightpath. Using an intuition first observed in task scheduling problems [32], we first sort the lightpaths according to their respective lengths, and then try to allocate the wavelengths to the longest lightpaths first. Intuitively, a long lightpath is harder to establish, since an unallocated identical wavelength must be found on more links. Therefore, by establishing long lightpaths first, a better wavelengths reuse should be achievable, leading to an overall smaller requirement of wavelengths for a given lightpath set.
The exact description of the solution uses the following a number of polynomial time heuristic solutions for basic lightpath establishment problems.
Iv. HEURISTICS FOR LIGHTPATH ESTABLISHMENT
In this section we study heuristics solving the lightpath establishment problems motivated by the proposed architecture. The fundamental aspects of lightpath communications are covered by considering two possible objective functions: minimization of the required number of wavelengths and minimization of lightpath blocking probability. For these, the establishment can either be static, with all lightpaths predetermined, or dynamic, where lightpaths are established and terminated on-the-fly.
Before proceeding to describe solutions to the lightpath establishment problem we develop a lower bound on the number of wavelengths required by an optimal algorithm and show, that for a certain class of topologies, this lower bound is tight. Consider the number of wavelengths required to establish a given lightpath set without the wavelength continuity constraint. This number is given exactly by the number of lightpaths passing on the "busiest" link (i.e., the degree of edge congestion) and it is also, a lower bound on w. We term this lower bound policy non-wavelength continuous (NWC). For the following special case, this lower bound is tight:
Theorem 2: For networks with acyclic topologies, if the NWC policy requires w wavelengths to establish a given lightpath demand set, then there exists an allocation of wavelengths to lightpaths such that no more than w wavelengths are required under the wavelength continuous lightpath policy (WAC).
Proof: See Appendix B. We note that for networks with topologies containing cycles this bound is not tight as exemplified in Fig. 2 . There, a three node ring with a lightpath demand set consisting of three lightpaths is shown. The lightpath set shown can be established using 2 wavelengths under NWC, yet 3 wavelengths are necessary with the WAC policy. Having developed a lower bound on an optimal solution, we now turn to presenting solutions for the different aspects of the lightpath establishment problem.
A. Static Demands, Unbounded Number of Wavelengths
The first case to be studied is the one corresponding to the static lightpath establishment problem. A network in which a set of n lightpath requests is predetermined and the objective data structures: Pro08 Stems directly for the fact that whenever I I J is increased (thus creating an empty set of lightpaths), at least one lightpath can be established. Thus, for every time UI is augmented, e is incremented at least once, eventually terminating the while loop.
Lemma 2: No two lightpaths having links in common are allocated the same wavelength.
ProoF Lightpaths having links in common will not be assigned to the set corresponding to the same wavelength since the or function for them will return true and hence, s will be incremented between the assignment of the lightpaths to set, implying that the lightpaths will be established using different wavelengths.
The worst case is obtained when l p c m [
leading to an overall time complexity of U ( I I *) .
B. Static Demands, Bounded Number of Wavelengths
Since the number of available wavelengths in WDM systems is expected to remain limited, it is of importance to study the problem of establishing a given set of lightpaths when the number of wavelengths w is bounded by omega. We note that in this case, it is possible that new lightpaths will be blocked. The objective function therefore changes in this case to minimizing the ratio of lightpaths rejected to lightpaths requested, defining the lightpath blocking probability.
The previous heuristic maximizes the use of every wavelength before proceeding to allocate a new one. Thus, in effect, it intuitively maximizes the number of unused wavelengths in the network in case their number is bounded. Noting that as long as there is an unused wavelength, the lightpath blocking probability will be zero, we employ a variation of this heuristic for the bounded wavelength problem. We note than an existing drawback of this objective function is that it does not differentiate between long and short lightpaths. Hence, a policy using this objective function, will in effect, discriminate against long lightpaths. The relative effects of blocking probability as a function of lightpath length are studied in Section V.
As before, we shall allocate a given wavelength to all possible lightpaths that have not yet been allocated a Wavelengths. However, the procedure will stop either if all lightpaths have been allocated a wavelength or the available wavelength pool has been exhausted. In addition, to allow for an unbiased study of the effect of blocking probability as a function of lightpath length, we avoid sorting lightpaths according to lightpath length as in the previous case. Thus, the heuristic given in Section IV-A remains unchanged, except the line marked by (*) in the algorithm which is modified to:
C. Dynamic Demands, Unbounded Number of Wavelengths
The interest in studying the case in which lightpaths are established and terminated dynamically, stems from the fact that the Lightnet topology can be modified by reassigning lightpaths. By establishing the lightpaths dynamically, the Lightnet can be reconfigured for purposes of reliability, availability, or even adaptation to long term traffic patterns.
We observe that in addition to the efficient use of wavelengths, the issue of stability becomes of primary importance in the dynamic case. Past experience with dynamic resource allocation suggests that lightpath allocation solutions might display a "fragmentation" problem in which, while wavelengths may be available on each link on a given path between a source and destination, the continuity constraint over the total path is not satisfiable. Hence it is important to establish whether a given allocation algorithm deteriorates over time as it does for example, in many memory allocation schemes.
We note that the approach developed for the static cases maximizes the use of every wavelength it allocates, before proceeding to allocate a new wavelength. We therefore pursue this approach for establishing lightpaths dynamically, as it intuitively leads to the maximal reuse of wavelengths, or in other words, should reduce fragmentation. The above approach can be mimicked in a dynamic environment by a greedy heuristic that establishes each lightpath using the first available wavelength. Thus, a new wavelength will be allocated if and only if a lightpath cannot be established using any of the wavelengths already in use.
We first consider the case of an unbounded number of wavelengths. In the formal representation for this solution we shall use the following data structures:
lightpath [id] lightpath information record, holding the following fields: [id] .wave] = 0 end. The correctness of the solution is established by observing that before establishing a lightpath using a given wavelength, establish verifies that the wavelength is not in use on any of the lightpath's links. The process of establishing a lightpath terminates by either finding a wavelength that is in use in the network but not on any of the lightpath's links, or by incrementing wave beyond the number of wavelengths currently in use, in which case busy[i, wave] = 0 for any link i. Establishing a lightpath in a network in which w wavelengths are currently in use is carried out in time O ( N x w ) in the worst case, where N is the number of nodes in the network.
D. Dynamic Demands, Bounded Number of Wavelengths
Last, we consider the problem of dynamically establishing lightpaths in a network in which the number of wavelengths is bounded by omega. As before, the problem is motivated by the limitation on the number of wavelengths.
Following the reasoning of the preceding unbounded case, we again employ a greedy approach. The wavelengths are checked in sequential order, establishing a lightpath by allocating it the first wavelength that is not in use on any of the lightpath's links. However, in this case, as the number of wavelengths is bounded, lightpath requests may be blocked. The heuristic therefore proceeds as before except in this case, prior to increasing the number of wavelengths in use, it checks V. RESULTS
In this section we study the performance of the lightpath establishment heuristics concentrating on the efficiency of wavelength allocation. Having proven that the exact solution is NP-complete, comparison to exact results is not feasible for any networks of interest. However, as pointed out in Section IV, by removing the wavelength continuity constraint from lightpath establishment a lower bound on the number of wavelengths needed is obtained. Thus, a comparison to the lower bound obtained by nonwavelength-continuous (NWC) case, can be made to evaluate the performance of the various heuristics as well as to determine the relative penalty imposed by the continuity constraint of the proposed WAC lightpath establishment solutions.
The performance of the presented heuristics was derived by simulating general topology networks under varying traffic conditions and objective functions. All results were obtained with a confidence level of 95%. Lightpaths were randomly created choosing sourceldestination nodes according to a uniform distribution. The links constituting each lightpath were chosen following a shortest path policy, assuming d l links to be of unit length, with random tie breaking rule. For the dynamic environments, lightpath arrival rate refers to the number of lightpath establishment requests per unit of time. An arrival rate X is implemented in the simulation as an exponentially distributed lightpath request interarrival time with mean 1/X. Lightpath holding times were assumed to be deterministic, and equal to 200 time units.
In Table I we study the case of unbounded number of wavelengths by observing the average number of wavelengths required to establish a given lightpath set size (static demands) for three different network sizes. For each set size, the results presented are averaged over 10 different randomly generated lightpath sets. We observe that the results for the WAC policy and the NWC lower bound are practically identical. This result can be explained by considering the implications of Theorem 2 (Section IV). The only discrepancy that may arise between NWC and WAC can occur only when cycles are contained in the network graph, with the lightpath demand set also forming a cycle. However, the probability of such a structure occurring, given a lightpath set, is much smaller than the probability of multiple lightpaths passing through a link in the network. Hence, with high probability, the most congested link in the network determines the number of wavelengths required by the WAC lightpath policy as well as determining the NWC lower bound. The study of the effect of network size on the number of wavelengths required to establish a given demand set, shown in Table I , supports the above observation. In addition it shows, that as the network size increases, the number of wavelengths required for a given set size decreases. This is due to the fact that in a larger network there are fewer collisions between lightpaths for the same lightpath set size. In Fig. 3 a system with static demands and a topology depicted by Fig. 4 where the number of wavelengths, w is set to 5, is studied. The objective function in this case is the minimization of lightpath blocking probability given in Fig. 4 as a function of the lightpath set size. The average blocking probability for WAC, shown in Fig. 3 , is lower than the NWC lower bound, by up to 2%. This apparent contradiction is explained by observing that the WAC policy exhibits a 4% higher blocking probability than NWC when considering only long lightpaths (in this case equal to the network's diameter, 5 hops). Since a long lightpath takes up system resources that can be used by multiple short ones, an average lower average blocking probability results when long lightpaths are blocked. Fig. 3 also shows the blocking probability for short (1 1177 link) lightpaths confirming the above observation, noting that lightpath blocking probability for the WAC policy is lower than that of the NWC case.
Before studying the actual number of wavelengths required to accommodate systems with dynamic demands and an unbounded number of wavelengths (w) , and the blocking probabilities in systems with dynamic demands and bounded w , we first verify the stability of these results, as defined in Section IV. Figs. 5 and 6 study the stability of the heuristics for the unbounded wavelengths cases, respectively. Fig. 5 considers the stability of the proposed heuristics in an unbounded wavelength network by plotting the number of wavelengths required to establish all demands for three different lightpath set sizes as a function of time. It is shown that following the transient phase, the average number of wavelengths does not increase over time. Similarly, Fig. 6 shows the blocking probability as a function of time for the bounded wavelengths case (w = 5). We note that in this case the blocking probability also remains practically constant over time.
A dynamic establishment of lightpaths without having the ability to perform wavelength reallocation to already established lightpaths, can be expected to have a notable bearing on dynamic lightpath establishment heuristic. Table I1 displays the number of wavelengths required for the lightpath solution and the NWC lower bound as a function of lightpath request rates. Comparing the values corresponding to the lightpath establishment heuristic with the NWC allocation we observe that for high rates, less than 25% additional wavelengths are required on average to establish lightpaths for the same lightpath request arrival rate. We also observe that the ratio between the number of wavelengths required under WAC and NWC case remains almost invariant for different network sizes. Last, when observing the same lightpath request arrival rate over different network sizes, the absolute number of wavelengths required decreases, for reasons similar to the ones stated in the static case. Fig. 7 shows the case where the number of wavelengths is set to 5. The objective function in this case is the minimization of lightpath blocking probability, depicted in these figures as a function of the lightpath request rate, comparing the presented heuristic with the NWC lower bound. We observe that the heuristic performs with a relatively small penalty relative to the optimum.
Finally, it is of interest to investigate the relative improvement obtainable by increasing the number of available wavelengths. Fig. 8 depicts the lightpath blocking probability as a function of the number of available wavelengths w for various lightpath request rates in a dynamic lightpath establishment environment. It is noted that for lower rates, a small increase of w leads to a substantial reduction in blocking probability, whereas high rates require a large increase in the number of wavelengths to obtain a similar blocking probability reduction. We further observe that the blocking probability for a request rate of 0.5 tends to zero for w > 20. With higher rates the blocking probability increases, blocking probability for small (less than 0.5) lightpath request rates.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper we presented a novel network architecture motivated by recent developments in optical communications, targeted towards emerging wide bandwidth applications. Through the introduction of the lightpath concept, the proposed Lightnet architecture makes use of emerging transmission and switching capabilities in the photonic domain to overcome the inherent limitations of electronics based networks by introducing the lightpath concept. Since the performance of this architecture is tightly linked to the efficient establishment of lightpaths, a detailed investigation of the lightpath establishment problem was conducted. The problem was proven to belong to the NPcomplete set of problems thus making the existence of an exact polynomial time solution unlikely. Heuristics covering static and dynamic lightpath establishment, both for bounded and create four new nodes x, y, ut, vi and directed edges n-colorability problem is to be solved. Fig. 9 (b) illu: ra 1179 :s its ut-' + 2, v;-1 + 2, 5 + y, y"+ v;, y --+ U;. Attach the mark i to edges going from/to vi's, and x + y.
Repeat similarly for the mark j.
The designation of a node in the new graph v t stands for the k'th replication of the node corresponding to node i in the original network, k = O..d(i) where d ( i ) is the node degree of i . The construction is exemplified for a four node graph in Fig. 9(a) and (b) . Fig. 9 (a) contains a graph for which the translation to a network, the numbers on the links being the marks. The lightpath demand set L is defined by the IVcl lightpaths where lightpath i requires use of all links having i as a mark. We note that the complexity of the algorithm is Lemma: A solution to the SLE with n wavelengths implies Proof: The lemma follows immediately from the con-
that the chromatic number of G c is less or equal to n. APPENDIX B Proof of Theorem 2: Notation: li-lightpaths. We denote arbitrarily the source node of a lightpath as its right node and the termination node as the left node. e;-the set of (unidirectional) links constituting lightpath li.
c(1;)-the collision set of li, l j E c(li) if e; n e j # $.
Lemma: Let C be a set of lightpaths defined on a graph G(V, E) where G is a tree. If Ic(li)l 2 n Vl; E C for some n then there exists an edge in E through which at least n lightpaths pass. Proof: By contradiction, i.e., assume that every link carries less than n lightpaths. First we note that lei1 2 2 Vli E C since if there exists a single link lightpath, that link will carry all the collisions of the lightpath, i.e., a total of n lightpaths. We define a dividing linkx of a lightpath li as the rightmost link in e; for which there exists a lightpath l j , l j E c(li) such that all links ei n e j (all the common links of li and l j ) are to the right of z. We note that the dividing link of a lightpath always exists and it is never the rightmost link. Consider now some arbitrary lightpath 11 and let z be it's dividing link. z induces a disjoint partition on ~( 1 1 ) into two sets, R1 and L1 where R1 contains lightpaths colliding with 11 to the right of the dividing link only, and L1 contains all other lightpaths in ~(11). We note that by the definition of the dividing link and from the assumption that no link carries n lightpaths, neither RI nor L1 is empty.
Consider now the lightpath 12,12 E R1 that was the lightpath that defined the dividing link of 11. This lightpath also has a dividing link, partitioning ~( 1 2 ) into L2 and R2. We note that L1 p' L2 since 12 E L2 but 12 # L1 . Finally, we observe that this partitioning process can proceed endlessly. For the kth partition, we have the lightpath chosen for the partition lk ensures that Lk-1 @ Lk. Furthermore, since the underlying graph is a tree, lk @ L; for any i < k. Thus we have an infinite sequence of sets, L; whose union is infinite, contradicting the finiteness of the lightpath set C.
Theorem 2 (from the paper): The number of wavelengths required to establish any set of lightpath demands under the lightpath policy is equal to the number required by NWC.
Proof: By induction on the demand set size.
Base: For set size S = 1, w = 1 both for NWC and for the lightpath policy (WAC). Similarly, for S = 2, if the lightpaths collide then there exists a link common to both and therefore, w = 2 for NWC. Clearly also, w = 2 for WAC.
Inductive step: Assume WNWC = WWAC for all lightpath demand set of size IC or smaller and consider a demand set of size IC + 1 requiring w wavelengths under NWC. By lemma 1, there must exist a lightpath lo, colliding with no more than w -1 other lightpaths. Take 10 out of the set. We now have a demand set of size k which can be established under N W C with w wavelengths. Therefore, it can also be established under WAC with w wavelengths. Given a correct WAC wavelength allocation we can now establish lo since it collides with no more than w -1 other lightpaths and there are w available wavelengths.
